Announcing a New Title

The Diaries of David Lawrence Gregg: An American Diplomat in Hawaii 1853-1858. Edited with an introduction by Pauline King. Illustrated. $25.00

Gregg was U.S. Commissioner to the Kingdom of Hawaii and intimately involved in Hawaiian affairs.

Titles of Lasting Worth


Important historical events blended with reminiscences by a young Frenchman who became prime minister of the Hawaiian Kingdom.

Around the World on the Kamchatka, 1817-1819. By V. M. Golovnin. Translated with an introduction and notes by Ella L. Wiswell. Illustrated. $20.00.

A classic Russian account of the peoples and cultures of Hawaii and the Pacific.

Don Francisco de Paula Marin. By Ross H. Gast and Agnes C. Conrad. Illustrated. $10.95.

Arriving in Hawaii in 1793, Don Marin became counselor to Kamehameha I and Hawaii’s first major horticulturalist of the postcontact period.


The diary of Kamehameha IV written in 1849-1850 on a tour of the United States and Europe.

Available from the Hawaiian Historical Society, 560 Kawaiahao St., Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 or the University Press of Hawaii, 2840 Kolowalu St., Honolulu, Hawaii 96822. Society members receive 10% discount if ordered from the Society. Add handling fee of $2.00 for first book and $1.00 for each additional book. Payment in advance must accompany orders from individuals.

The complete catalog of Hawaiian Historical Society publications is available on request.
Dillingham, the man and his times

Millstones and Milestones
The Career of B. F. Dillingham
by Paul T. Yardley
$17.50

"Here is a very readable, information-packed book on the life and times of one of Hawaii's greatest promoters, Benjamin Franklin Dillingham: businessman, financier, railroad magnate, land speculator and sugar pioneer.

"Yardley writes in an easy style, letting the story tell itself and letting Dillingham's actions portray himself—a natural-born promoter, warm human being, deeply committed to his family, his church and his business."

—Bob Krauss in the Sunday Honolulu Star-Bulletin & Advertiser, April 25, 1982

Some 100 historic photos further enhance this book's appeal to Hawaiian and railroad buffs.

Available at bookstores or by mail from the publisher (please add $.75 for shipping).

Published for the B. F. Dillingham Company, Ltd. by University of Hawaii Press
2840 Kolowalu Street • Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
SLAVERS IN PARADISE

The Peruvian Slave Trade in Polynesia, 1862–1874

H. E. Maude. No event in the history of Polynesia held a more tragic consequence for the islands than the Peruvian slave raids of 1862–63. Striking with the force of a tsunami, the raids brought death and devastation to the scattered island communities, reducing the population of many villages by as much as two-thirds (whether by outright kidnapping or by disease) and creating not only demographic catastrophe, but the destruction of island society and the impairment of a cultural heritage. The complete story of this tragic event is told here for the first time. The author covers not only how and why the trade began, and how it was conducted, but details the fate of the slaves in Peru, the eventual abolition of the trade, and the effects of repatriation attempts. Illus. $23.50

STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
UNLESS HASTE IS MADE
By Theodore-Adolphe Barrot

Barrot, a French consul on the way to Manila, arrived in Hawaii in the fall of 1836 just as the Protestant missionaries were trying to force the expulsion of the Catholic priest Father Walsh. His skeptical eye surveys the whole society, and brings to life the politicial intrigue and missionary maneuvering that tried to dominate the court life of the time.

"Reading these pages is like being present and listening to the people who today we see only dimly through the haze of time."

The Maui News

"Recommended for all medium-sized and large college and university libraries..."

Choice

Illustrated by accompanying artists

144 pages. Hard cover $10.00, Soft cover $4.95

A BOTANIST'S VISIT TO OAHU IN 1831
Being the Journal of Dr. F.J.F. Meyen's Travels and Observations about the Island of Oahu

Meyen's walking tours, highly annotated from the naturalist's point of view give a marvelous picture of the flora, the insect life, and the geology of the time. His encounters with Kauike'auoli and the royal entourage, and his views of the Hawaiian culture are outspoken. The introduction by E. Alison Kay sets the scene, and the annotated Botanical List by Harold St. John updates the original Meyen classifications.

"Those interested in the explorations of the early 19th century, the plants of Hawaii, Meyen himself will find this carefully translated and well-produced little volume a treasure."

Choice

90 pages with map. Soft cover, $6.95

THE JAPANESE BON DANCE IN HAWAII
By Judy Van Zile

Tracing the roots of the Bon dance to its Asian origins, and then through its history in Hawaii, Van Zile gives a historical approach to one of the culturally significant celebrations which have become an important part of Hawaii's multi-cultural life. Ten of the dances are further discussed, with drawings that take you through the dances step by step. Labanotations, music and an extensive bibliography complete this excellent presentation.

Illustrated

93 pages Soft cover $5.95

Available from your bookstore or by mail from the publisher.

PRESS PACIFICA P.O. Box 1227 Kailua, Hawaii 96734
ABBREVIATIONS

ABCFM  American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions
AH    State Archives of Hawaii
BH    Board of Health, AH
BHL   Board of Health Letters, AH
BHM   Board of Health Minutes, AH
BPRO  British Public Record Office
CCM   Cabinet Council Minutes, AH
DB    Daily Bulletin
DPI   Department of Public Instruction, AH
EB    Evening Bulletin
F     The Friend
FO & Ex Foreign Office and Executive File, AH
FOLB  Foreign Office Letter Book, AH
HA    Honolulu Advertiser
HAA   Hawaiian Almanac and Annual; also known as Thrum’s Annual
HBC   Hawaii State Bureau of Conveyances
HG    Hawaiian Gazette
HHS   Hawaiian Historical Society
HJH   Hawaiian Journal of History
HMCS  Hawaiian Mission Children’s Society
HSB   Honolulu Star-Bulletin
ID    Interior Department, AH
IDLB  Interior Department Letter Book, AH
IDLF  Interior Department Land File, AH
IDM   Interior Department Miscellaneous, AH
MH    Missionary Herald
P     Polynesian
PCA   Pacific Commercial Advertiser
PCR   Privy Council Records, AH
PP    Paradise of the Pacific
RHAS  Royal Hawaiian Agricultural Society
SIG   Sandwich Island Gazette
SIN   Sandwich Island News
SSB & A Sunday Star-Bulletin and Advertiser